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SAN CARE 

SANITIZER/SPACE DEODORIZER 

MATERIAL & FUNCTION 

SAN CARE is a powerful sanitizer/deodorizer which is ideal for the hospitality industry, 

especially hotels and motels. 

SAN CARE is a totally non-staining liquid with a delightful fruity aroma which ensures a 

residual fragrant aroma will linger for up to 8 hours after application. 

Being non-staining, SAN CARE is designed for spraying directly on to hard surfaces 

without any damage to the surface. It can be sprayed on to shower screens, tiled & painted 

surfaces thereby ensuring the residual effects of the fragrance are maximized. Spraying 

directly on to hard surfaces also has a sanitizing effect. SAN CARE may also be used as a 

space deodorizer by spraying into the air at the centre of a room. 

APPEARANCE 

Light blue, water thin liquid with a fruity aroma with an alcohol base 

APPLICATION 

SAN CARE is spray applied, (using a jet spray), onto ablution areas, kitchen, toilet & 

bathroom walls. It may also be used in toilet bowls & urinals using approximately 
1
/2   

cupful (50 - 75 mls) for a toilet bowl. SAN CARE is designed to be used neat and should 

not be diluted thereby giving maximum effectiveness. 

PACKAGING 

5 Litre & 20 Litre containers. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO CUSTOMER 

Since the use of this product is beyond the control of either seller or manufacturer, their 

only obligation shall be to replace any quantity of product which is proven defective. They 

cannot assume any risk or liability in excess of the purchase price of the product itself, 

which does not include labour or any consequential damages resulting from the use of this 
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product. Determining the suitability of this product for any intended use shall be solely the 

responsibility of the user.  ALWAYS TEST FIRST.  
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